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IN THE COURT OF JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE FIRST CLASS 

DHUBRI 

PRC No. 867/2019 

U/S 341, 323 and 354 of the IPC 

 

State 

-vs- 

1. Rabani Ali 

    2. Mohibul Hoque 

    3. Saidul Hoque 

    4. Rafiqul Hoque 

            ………..………….. Accused Persons 

 

Present: Sri Siddarth Brook, L.L.M., A.J.S. 

For the Prosecution   :   Sri. Ashok Kr. Paul 

For the Defence   :   Sri. Md. Farhad Ali 

Offence Explained on  :   06.08.2019 

Evidence recorded on  :   21.09.2019 

Arguments heard on  :   21.09.2019 

Judgment delivered on  :   21.09.2019 

 

 

JUDGMENT 

Introduction 

1. Rabani Ali, Mohibul Hoque, Saidul Hoque and Rafiqul Hoque (hereinafter 

referred to as accused persons) is before this Court facing accusation for 

commission of the offence punishable under Section 341, 323 and 354 of 

IPC. 
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Prosecution Case 

2. The prosecution case in brief is that on 28.01.2019, at about 8.00 P.M, 

accused Rabani Ali was assaulting his mother. When father-in-law of the 

informant, Pandi Sk. tried to intervene, then accused persons assaulted him 

and he sustained bodily injuries. Thereafter, when the informant went to 

rescue Pandi Sk. then accused person also assaulted the informant, torn her 

clothes and abused her. Accused Rabani Ali twisted right hand of the 

informant. Later on hearing the informant scream, the neighbours came and 

rescued the informant from the accused persons. Hence, the case.                              

Pre and post-trial formalities 

3. In this regard, the informant- Menara Bibi, set the criminal law into motion 

by lodging an FIR with the Officer-in-Charge of Dhubri Police station. Based 

on the said FIR, the police registered it as P.S. Case No.159/19 and 

investigated into the allegations levelled in the FIR. After completion of the 

investigation, the police submitted the charge-sheet against the accused 

persons under Section 341/323/354/34 of the IPC.  

4. During trial, charges under Section 341, 323 and 354 of IPC were framed 

and has been read over and explained to the accused persons, to which 

they pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried. 

5. The prosecution examined 1 (One) PW and exhibited 1 (one) document. 

Defence Plea 

6. The accused persons were examined u/s 313 Cr.P.C. The plea of the 

accused persons were of total denial and accused persons declined to 

adduce evidence in their defence. 

Points for determination 

7. On perusal of the case record and the entire material available on record 

the following points for determination have been framed: 

a. Whether the accused persons on 28.01.2019, at about 8.00 P.M, 

voluntarily obstructed the informant and others so as to prevent her 

from proceeding in any direction in which she had a right to proceed, 
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and thereby committed the offence punishable under Section 341 of the 

Indian Penal Code, 1860? 

b. Whether the accused persons on 28.01.2019, at about 8.00 P.M, in 

voluntarily caused hurt to informant and others; and thereby committed 

the offence punishable under Section 323 of the Indian Penal Code, 

1860? 

c. Whether the accused persons on 28.01.2019, at about 8.00 P.M, 

assaulted or used criminal force to the informant intending to outraged 

her modesty, and thereby committed the offence punishable under 

Section 354 of the Indian Penal Code, 1860? 

Discussion, decision and reasons thereof 

8. PW-1 Menara Bibi has deposed that she had a quarrel with the accused 

persons with respect to the land dispute, thereafter she filed the case out 

of anger and misunderstanding. She also deposed that accused persons 

have not restrained and assaulted her. She further stated that accused 

persons have not outraged her modesty. During her cross-examination she 

deposed that she has no objection if the accused persons are acquitted. 

9. The prosecution has declined to adduce further evidence of the PWs. 

10.  Having discussed the evidence of the prosecution witnesses, it is seen that 

the informant has not stated that accused persons have assaulted her or 

that she has wrongfully restrained or that her modesty was outraged. There 

is no corroboration with the allegation labelled in the FIR with that of the 

evidence deposed by her. As the essential elements required to indict a 

person under section 341, 323 and 354 of the IPC is completely absent in 

the prosecution evidence, therefore, the guilt of the accused persons under 

section 341, 323 and 354 of the IPC is not proved. 

11. Thus, in view of the above discussion the accused persons- Rabani Ali, 

Mohibul Hoque, Saidul Hoque and Rafiqul Hoque are acquitted of all the 

charges under section 341, 323 and 354 of IPC and they are set at liberty 

forthwith.  

12. The bail bonds of the accused persons are extended for a period of six 

months. 
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13. The judgment is delivered in open Court by reading out the operative part 

of the judgment and explaining the substance of the judgment in a language 

which is understood by the accused persons. 

14. The instant case, accordingly, stands disposed of on contest. 

15. Given under my hand and seal of this court on this 21st day of September, 

2019. 

 

       (Siddarth Brook) 

    Judicial Magistrate First Class,  

   Dhubri 
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APPENDIX 

 

I. Prosecution Witnesses: 

1. PW1: Menara Bibi 

 

II. Defence Witnesses 

Nil 

 

III. Court Witnesses 

Nil 

 

IV. Prosecution Exhibits: 

1. Exhibit 1: FIR 

 

V. Defence Exhibits 

Nil 

 

VI. Material Exhibits: 

Nil 

 

 

 

      (Siddarth Brook) 

    Judicial Magistrate First Class, 

Dhubri 


